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Preface
This is the second issue ofTrocaire's Development Review. The Review is intended
to stimulate interest and promote research on development topics. A particular
focus is the impact on developing countries of the aid, trade and other policies
adopted by the industrialised countries generally and Ireland in particular.

Two of the articles in this issue relate to such policies. These are John
Blackwell's article on Ireland's trade with developing countries, and Nicola
Timoney's piece on the new GATT round of trade talks. The article on Free
Trade Zones by Eoin O'Malley deals with the social and economic costs and
benefits of this instrument of industrial policy in four Asian countries and
compares and contrasts the experience there with Ireland's.

The African Famine has ofcourse been the pre-eminent development issue of
the last two years. In this year's Review Charles McCarthy looks at the
emergency, the intemational response and the outlook for the 1980s. Andrew
Storey presents research findings relevant to the debate about the priority that
should be accorded to food crops versus cash crops in Africa. Colm Regan
examines the Live Aid phenomonon and the challenge it represents to
development practitioners in govemment and the agencies.

There are also reviews of three major development reports as well as book
reVIews.

The Development Review is produced as part of Trocaire's programme of
research and development education, the purpose ofwhich is to raise awareness
in Ireland ofworld development issues.

The Editor
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informative, up-to-date background papers on themes
or events affecting relations between developing and
developed countries. They are addressed to politicians,
civil servants, journalists, academics, third level
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Previous papers dealt with:

Developing Country Bank Debt (no. 1),
UNCTAD VI: Background issues and prospects (no. 2).
Agricultural Protectionism and LDCs (no. 3),
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The Common
Agricultural
Policy and the
Less Developed
Countries
AI.n M.tthows
European Community agriculture is embarrassed by its own productivity. In the public
mind it is most often associated with overflowing grain stores, butter mountains, wine lakes
and the destruction 01 surplus produce.

But for most countries in the developing world food shortages and malnutrition are a
major problem. Production has not kept pace with demand and as a result hundreds 01
thousands do not have enough to eat.

What is the impact olthe European Community's Common Agricultural Policy on
developing countries? Does cheap disposal oflood surpluses benelit them or merely
undermine local production? Should the European Community allow unlimited load
imports from developing countries or would this increase malnutrition and benefit only
international agribusiness?

Alan Matthews undertook this study lor Trocaire as part 01 its programme 01 research
and development education.

Evaluating these issues Alan Matthews argues that the higher world food prices that
would resultfrom areduction olCAP protection would disadvantage the majority 01Alrican
andAsian countries. He suggests ways in which their interests might besaleguarded in the
process 01 CAP relorm. Ways 01 compensating the Latin American countries who at present
bearthe brunt olthe cost 01 CAP protection are also considered. The author proposes major
relorm oitheCAP mechanisms to reduce instability in world markets and thereby enhance
the load security 01 developing countries.
Author
Alan Matthews lectures in economics at Trinity College, Dublin and is a specialist in
agricultural economics.
Contents
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1. The load situation in the less developed countries.
2. The role 01 less developed countries in agricultural trade.
3. The EC's Common Agricultural Policy.
4. The EC's agricultural trade policy.

PART II ANALYSIS
5. The consequences 01 the CAP lor LOCs
6. The commodity consequences 01 CAP relorm
7. Further explorations olthe impact 01 CAP relorm

PART III DISCUSSION
8. The load price dilemma
9. Export agriculture in LDCs: threat or opportunity?

10. EC agricultural protection and load security in LOCs
PART IV CONCLUSION
11. Conflicting interests in CAP relorm
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